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Project overview
< Content: analysis of conceptions of nature conservation from historical, sociological

and scientific point of view.
< Project team: interdisciplinary team of scientists coordinated by Christina Pichler-

Koban, E.C.O. Institut für Ökologie, Klagenfurt, Austria
< Financing: Jubiläumsfonds der Oesterreichischen Nationalbank Pr.Nr. 11001
< Duration: 1/2005-6/2006
< http://e-c-o.at/projects/kona/



Situation
< Nature conservation plays an important role in attitudes and activities of modern 

societies.
< Especially in Europe nature conservation is a central issue in fundamental policies, 

structures and procedures.
< Nature conservation has to cope with the task of connecting divers disciplines and 

differing social interests.
< Nature conservation lacks of clear identity, objectives and communication strategies, 

which appeal to society.
< To achieve these aims knowledge about origins of conservation movement and about

motivations and general conditions for nature conservation is required.



Methods
Objects of investigation are several protected areas in Austria. Critical incidents

in the history of the chosen areas are collected, put in a time series and 
attributed a certain event quality (institutional, legal, programmatic, 
propagandistic). By analysing these incidents we want to find out:

< which persons founded and developed the Austrian conservation movement,
< why did they do so, which were the aims they objected,
< with whom or with which social group did they ally to reach these aims. 



Methods
Example for a time series



Methods
Example for a time series



Methods
Example for a time series



Methods
Example for a critical incident.



Results
Nature conservation follows
social development.

Nature Conservation is a social
phenomenon. Changes of society are
expressed in divers nature conservation
conceptions. Therefore actual nature 
conservation is the expression of 
conceptions and activities, which are
provided under differing social, historical
and cultural conditions.
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Results
Nature conservation conceptions are the product of competing social values.

Real acting in nature conservation
derives from more or less clear
defined nature conservation
conceptions. These conceptions
are the result of a social debate: 
particular groups are competing to 
assert their special interests by
using ideologies and moral
concepts. These are expression of 
cognitive, affective and evaluative
attitudes against nature. So the
perception of nature determines
how to come to specific results in 
nature conservation. 
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Results

Social fragmentation determines real acting in nature conservation.

Social sciences lack of a consistent image of society. Different models (information community, 
world community, amusement community, etc.) are discussed undifferentiated. But there is
agreement about increasing fragmentation (postmodernisation) and individualisation
(atomisation) of society. This does not dissolve the interrelations between social interests and 
nature conservation. But these interrelations are generally getting less comprehensible and 
more inconsistent concerning the involved persons.



Discussion

< Is the chosen method of collecting and analysing critical incidents adequate to gain
knowledge about the interrelationship between nature and society?

< Could the results of this project be transferred to other European countries, are there
similar projects existing?

< Are there differences in people‘s perception of nature in different countries?
< Could a project like KONA carried out for whole Europe help to strengthen nature 

conservation in Europe?
< Nature perception and conservation is strongly bound to national identity. What does

this conclusion mean for conservation efforts in the European Union?
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